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Problem

RL PAC Analysis

Intuitively, number of iterations needed, so that the resulted value function is
close enough to optimal value with a high probability

close enough, accuracy, ε

high probability, confidence, 1− δ
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MDP Framework

M :< S,A,T ,R, γ >
Transition function:

T : S × A→ PS

Reward function:
R : S × A→ PR

Discount factor:
0 ≤ γ < 1

Policy:
πt : {S × A× [0, 1]} × S → A

State value of policy for infinite horizon:

V π
M(s) = E[

∞∑

j=1

γj−1rj |s]

State, action value of policy for infinite horizon:

Qπ
M(s, a) = E[

∞∑

j=1

γj−1rj |s, a]
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MDP framework, cont’d

V π
M(ct) = E[

∞∑

j=1

γj−1rj |ct ]

where ct = (s1, a1, r1, . . . , st)

V π
M(ct ,H) = E[

H−1∑

j=0

γj rt+j |ct ]

Admissible Heuristic: U : S × A→ R

∀s ∈ S, a ∈ A Q∗(s, a) ≤ U(s, a) ≤ Vmax

V π
M = max

a∈A
Qπ

M(s, a)

∀(s, a) ∈ S × A 0 ≤ U(s, a) ≤ Vmax ≤ 1/(1− γ)
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Sample complexity of exploration

Definition

Let c = (s1, a1, r1, s2, a2, r2, . . .) be a random path generated by executing an
algorithm A in an MDP M. For any ε ≥ 0, the sample complexity of exploration,
or sample complexity, of A is the number of timesteps t such that the policy at
time t, At satisfies VAt ≤ V ∗(st)− ε.
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R-max Sample complexity

Proposition

Let β > 0 be any real number satisfying β ≤ 1/(1− γ). Suppose that value

iteration runs for d ln(1/(β(1−γ)))
1−γ e iterations, where each initial action value

estimate is initiate to some value between 0 and 1/(1− γ).
Let Q‘(., .) be the resulting action-value estimates. Then we have:

max |Q ′(s, a)− Q∗(s, a)| ≤ β
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R-max Algorithm, initialization STREHL, L I , AND L ITTMAN

Algorithm 1 R-MAX
0: Inputs: S, A, γ, m, ε1, andU(·, ·)
1: for all (s,a) do
2: Q(s,a)←U(s,a) // action-value estimates
3: r(s,a)← 0
4: n(s,a)← 0
5: for all s′ ∈ Sdo
6: n(s,a,s′)← 0
7: end for
8: end for
9: for t = 1,2,3, · · · do

10: Let s denote the state at timet.
11: Choose actiona := argmaxa′∈AQ(s,a′).
12: Let r be the immediate reward ands′ the next state after executing actiona from states.
13: if n(s,a) < m then
14: n(s,a)← n(s,a)+1
15: r(s,a)← r(s,a)+ r // Record immediate reward
16: n(s,a,s′)← n(s,a,s′)+1 // Record immediate next-state
17: if n(s,a) = m then

18: for i = 1,2,3, · · · ,
⌈

ln(1/(ε1(1−γ)))
1−γ

⌉
do

19: for all (s̄, ā) do
20: if n(s̄, ā)≥m then
21: Q(s̄, ā)← R̂(s̄, ā)+ γ∑s′ T̂(s′|s̄, ā)maxa′Q(s′,a′).
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: end if
26: end if
27: end for

function; during execution, the successive value function estimates remainover-estimates with high
probability, thanks to the delayed update rule (Lemma 23).

Like R-MAX, Delayed Q-learning performs a finite number of action-value updates. Due to
the strict restrictions on the computational demands used by Delayed Q-learning, slightly more
sophisticated internal logic is needed to guarantee this property. Pseudo-code9 for Delayed Q-
learning is provided in Algorithm 2. More details are provided in the following subsections.

In addition to the standard inputs, the algorithm also relies on two free parameters,

• ε1 ∈ (0,1): Used to provide a constant “exploration bonus” that is added to each action-value
estimate when it is updated.

9. Compared to the implementation provided by Strehl et al. (2006b), we have modified the algorithm to keep track of
b(s,a), the “beginning” timestep for the current attempted update for(s,a). The original pseudo-code kept track of
t(s,a), the time of the last attempted update for(s,a). The original implementation is less efficient and adds a factor
of 2 to the computational bounds. The analysis of Strehl et al. (2006b) also applies to the pseudo-code presented
here, however.

2422
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R-max Algorithm, cont’d

STREHL, L I , AND L ITTMAN

Algorithm 1 R-MAX
0: Inputs: S, A, γ, m, ε1, andU(·, ·)
1: for all (s,a) do
2: Q(s,a)←U(s,a) // action-value estimates
3: r(s,a)← 0
4: n(s,a)← 0
5: for all s′ ∈ Sdo
6: n(s,a,s′)← 0
7: end for
8: end for
9: for t = 1,2,3, · · · do

10: Let s denote the state at timet.
11: Choose actiona := argmaxa′∈AQ(s,a′).
12: Let r be the immediate reward ands′ the next state after executing actiona from states.
13: if n(s,a) < m then
14: n(s,a)← n(s,a)+1
15: r(s,a)← r(s,a)+ r // Record immediate reward
16: n(s,a,s′)← n(s,a,s′)+1 // Record immediate next-state
17: if n(s,a) = m then

18: for i = 1,2,3, · · · ,
⌈

ln(1/(ε1(1−γ)))
1−γ

⌉
do

19: for all (s̄, ā) do
20: if n(s̄, ā)≥m then
21: Q(s̄, ā)← R̂(s̄, ā)+ γ∑s′ T̂(s′|s̄, ā)maxa′Q(s′,a′).
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: end if
26: end if
27: end for

function; during execution, the successive value function estimates remainover-estimates with high
probability, thanks to the delayed update rule (Lemma 23).

Like R-MAX, Delayed Q-learning performs a finite number of action-value updates. Due to
the strict restrictions on the computational demands used by Delayed Q-learning, slightly more
sophisticated internal logic is needed to guarantee this property. Pseudo-code9 for Delayed Q-
learning is provided in Algorithm 2. More details are provided in the following subsections.

In addition to the standard inputs, the algorithm also relies on two free parameters,

• ε1 ∈ (0,1): Used to provide a constant “exploration bonus” that is added to each action-value
estimate when it is updated.

9. Compared to the implementation provided by Strehl et al. (2006b), we have modified the algorithm to keep track of
b(s,a), the “beginning” timestep for the current attempted update for(s,a). The original pseudo-code kept track of
t(s,a), the time of the last attempted update for(s,a). The original implementation is less efficient and adds a factor
of 2 to the computational bounds. The analysis of Strehl et al. (2006b) also applies to the pseudo-code presented
here, however.
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Known state-action MDP

M =< S,A,T ,R, γ >, Q(s, a)

K : Known state-action

Known state-action MDP: MK =< S ∪ {zs,a|(s, a) 6∈ K},A,TK ,RK , γ >

∀(s, a) 6∈ K , add a new state zs,a with self-loops. T (zs,a|zs,a,.) = 1

∀(s, a) ∈ K RK (s, a) = R(s, a) TK (.|s, a) = T (.|s, a)

∀(s, a) 6∈ K ,RK (s, a) = Q(s, a)(1− γ) TK (zs,a|s, a) = 1

∀zs,a RK (zs,a, .) = Q(s, a)(1− γ)
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R-max complexity

REINFORCEMENTLEARNING IN FINITE MDPS: PAC ANALYSIS

Thus, for any fixedτ≥ 1, the discounted total reward

r1 + γr2 + γ2r3 + · · ·
= r1 + γr2 + · · ·+ γτ−2rτ−1 + γτ−1Q(sτ,aτ)
≤ r1 + γr2 + · · ·+ γτ−2rτ−1 +max

s′,a′
Q(s′,a′),

where the first step is due to the way we define transition/reward functions inMK for state-actions
outsideK. The above upper bound holds for all fixed value ofτ (finite or infinite), and so

EMK

[
r1 + γr2 + γ2r3 + · · · | s1 = s,π

]

≤ EMK

[
r1 + γr2 + · · ·+ γτ−2rτ−1 | s1 = s,π

]
+max

s′,a′
Q(s′,a′).

Finally, since the transition and reward functions ofM andMK are identical for state-actions inK,
we have

EMK

[
r1 + γr2 + · · ·+ γτ−2rτ−1 | s1 = s,π

]

= EM
[
r1 + γr2 + · · ·+ γτ−2rτ−1 | s1 = s,π

]
,

which implies

EMK

[
r1 + γr2 + γ2r3 + · · · | s1 = s,π

]

≤ EM
[
r1 + γr2 + · · ·+ γτ−2rτ−1

]
+max

s′,a′
Q(s′,a′)

≤ Vπ
M(s)+max

s′,a′
Q(s′,a′)

≤ Vmax+max
s′,a′

Q(s′,a′).

Note that all learning algorithms we consider takeε andδ as input. We letA(ε,δ) denote the
version of algorithmA parameterized withε andδ. The proof of Theorem 10 follows the structure
of the work of Kakade (2003), but generalizes several key steps. The theorem also generalizes a
previous result by Strehl et al. (2006a) by taking the admissible heuristic into account.

Theorem 10 Let A(ε,δ) be any greedy learning algorithm such that, for every timestep t, there
exists a set Kt of state-action pairs that depends only on the agent’s history up to timestep t. We
assume that Kt = Kt+1 unless, during timestep t, an update to some state-action value occurs or the
escape event AK happens. Let MKt be the known state-action MDP andπt be the current greedy
policy, that is, for all states s,πt(s) = argmaxaQt(s,a). Furthermore, assume Qt(s,a) ≤ Vmax for
all t and (s,a). Suppose that for any inputsε and δ, with probability at least1− δ, the following
conditions hold for all states s, actions a, and timesteps t: (1) Vt(s) ≥ V∗(s)− ε (optimism), (2)
Vt(s)−Vπt

MKt
(s)≤ ε (accuracy), and (3) the total number of updates of action-value estimates plus the

number of times the escape event from Kt , AK , can occur is bounded byζ(ε,δ) (learning complexity).
Then, whenA(ε,δ) is executed on any MDP M, it will follow a4ε-optimal policy from its current
state on all but

O

(
Vmaxζ(ε,δ)

ε(1− γ)
ln

1
δ

ln
1

ε(1− γ)

)

timesteps, with probability at least1−2δ.

2427
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R-max complexity, cont’d

REINFORCEMENTLEARNING IN FINITE MDPS: PAC ANALYSIS

run value iteration (lines 17 to 25 in Algorithm 1) until each action has been triedexactlym times.
In addition, if there are some actions that have been triedm times and others that have not, the algo-
rithm should choose one of the latter. One method to accomplish this balance is to order each action
and try one after another until all are chosenm times. Kearns and Singh (2002) called this behavior
“balanced wandering”. However, it is not necessary to use balancedwandering; for example, it
would be perfectly fine to try the first actionm times, the second actionm times, and so on. Any
deterministic method for breaking ties in line 11 of Algorithm 1 is valid as long asmAexperiences
of a state-action pair results in all action being chosenm times.

On most timesteps, the R-MAX algorithm performs a constant amount of computation to choose
its next action. Only when a state’s last action has been triedm times does it solve its internal
model. Our version of R-MAX uses value iteration to solve its model. Therefore, the per-timestep
computational complexity of R-MAX is

Θ
(

SA(S+ ln(A))
(

1
1− γ

)
ln

1
ε1(1− γ)

)
.

This expression is derived using the fact that value iteration performs
⌈

1
1−γ ln 1

ε1(1−γ)

⌉
iterations,

where each iteration involvesSAfull Bellman backups (one for each state-action pair). A Bellman
backup requires examining all possibleO(S) successor states and the update to the priority queue
takes timeO(ln(A)). Note that R-MAX updates its model at mostS times. From this observation

we see that the total computation time of R-MAX isO
(

B+ S2A(S+ln(A))
1−γ ln 1

ε1(1−γ)

)
, whereB is the

number of timesteps for which R-MAX is executed.
When a general admissible initial value functionU is used, we need to run value iteration

whenever somen(s,a) reaches the thresholdm. In this case, a similar analysis shows that the total

computation time of R-MAX isO
(

B+ S2A2(S+ln(A))
1−γ ln 1

ε1(1−γ)

)
.

3.2.2 SAMPLE COMPLEXITY

The main result of this section is the following theorem.

Theorem 11 Suppose that0≤ ε < 1
1−γ and0≤ δ < 1 are two real numbers and M= 〈S ,A,T,R ,γ〉

is any MDP. There exists inputs m= m(1
ε ,

1
δ) andε1, satisfying m(1

ε ,
1
δ) = O

(
(S+ln(SA/δ))V2

max
ε2(1−γ)2

)
and

1
ε1

= O(1
ε ), such that if R-MAX is executed on M with inputs m andε1, then the following holds. Let

At denote R-MAX’s policy at time t and st denote the state at time t. With probability at least1−δ,
VAt

M (st)≥V∗M(st)− ε is true for all but

O

(
|{(s,a) ∈ S ×A|U(s,a)≥V∗(s)− ε}|

ε3(1− γ)3

(
S+ ln

SA
δ

)
V3

maxln
1
δ

ln
1

ε(1− γ)

)

timesteps t.

First, we discuss the accuracy of the model maintained by R-MAX. The following lemma shows
that two MDPs with similar transition and reward functions have similar value functions. Thus, an
agent need only ensure accuracy in the transitions and rewards of its model to guarantee near-
optimal behavior.

2429
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Approximating Q by approximating dynamics

STREHL, L I , AND L ITTMAN

Lemma 12 (Strehl and Littman, 2005) Let M1 = 〈S ,A,T1,R1,γ〉 and M2 = 〈S ,A,T2,R2,γ〉 be two
MDPs with non-negative rewards bounded by1 and optimal value functions bounded by Vmax. Sup-
pose that|R1(s,a)−R2(s,a)| ≤ α and ‖T1(s,a, ·)−T2(s,a, ·)‖1 ≤ 2β for all states s and actions
a. There exists a constant C> 0 such that for any0≤ ε ≤ 1/(1− γ) and stationary policyπ, if
α = 2β = Cε(1− γ)/Vmax, then

|Qπ
1(s,a)−Qπ

2(s,a)| ≤ ε.

Let nt(s,a) denote the value ofn(s,a) at timet during execution of the algorithm. For R-MAX,
let the “known” state-action pairsKt , at timet (See Definition 6), to be

Kt := {(s,a) ∈ S ×A|nt(s,a)≥m},

which is dependent on the parameterm that is provided as input to the algorithm. In other words,
Kt is the set of state-action pairs that have been experienced by the agent at leastm times. We will
show that for large enoughm, the dynamics, transition and reward, associated with these pairs can
be accurately approximated by the agent.

The following event will be used in our proof that R-MAX is PAC-MDP. We will provide a
sufficient condition (specifically,L1-accurate transition and reward functions) to guarantee that the
event occurs, with high probability. In words, the condition says that the value of any states, under
any policy, in the empirical known state-action MDP (M̂Kt ) is ε1-close to its value in the true known
state-action MDP (MKt ).

Event A1 For all stationary policiesπ, timesteps t and states s during execution of the R-MAX
algorithm on some MDP M,|Vπ

MKt
(s)−Vπ

M̂Kt
(s)| ≤ ε1.

Next, we quantify the number of samples needed from both the transition and reward distribu-
tions for a state-action pair to compute accurate approximations.

Lemma 13 Suppose that r[1], r[2], . . . , r[m] are m rewards drawn independently from the reward
distribution,R (s,a), for state-action pair(s,a). LetR̂(s,a) be the empirical (maximum-likelihood)
estimate ofR (s,a). LetδR be any positive real number less than 1. Then, with probability at least
1−δR, we have that|R̂(s,a)−R (s,a)| ≤ εR

n(s,a), where

εR
m :=

√
ln(2/δR)

2m
.

Proof This result follows directly from Hoeffding’s bound (Hoeffding, 1963).

Lemma 14 Suppose that̂T(s,a) is the empirical transition distribution for state-action pair(s,a)
using m samples of next states drawn independently from the true transition distribution T(s,a). Let
δT be any positive real number less than 1. Then, with probability at least1− δT , we have that
‖T(s,a)− T̂(s,a)‖1≤ εT

n(s,a) where

εT
m =

√
2[ln(2S−2)− ln(δT)]

m
.

2430
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Reward approximation

STREHL, L I , AND L ITTMAN

Lemma 12 (Strehl and Littman, 2005) Let M1 = 〈S ,A,T1,R1,γ〉 and M2 = 〈S ,A,T2,R2,γ〉 be two
MDPs with non-negative rewards bounded by1 and optimal value functions bounded by Vmax. Sup-
pose that|R1(s,a)−R2(s,a)| ≤ α and ‖T1(s,a, ·)−T2(s,a, ·)‖1 ≤ 2β for all states s and actions
a. There exists a constant C> 0 such that for any0≤ ε ≤ 1/(1− γ) and stationary policyπ, if
α = 2β = Cε(1− γ)/Vmax, then

|Qπ
1(s,a)−Qπ

2(s,a)| ≤ ε.

Let nt(s,a) denote the value ofn(s,a) at timet during execution of the algorithm. For R-MAX,
let the “known” state-action pairsKt , at timet (See Definition 6), to be

Kt := {(s,a) ∈ S ×A|nt(s,a)≥m},

which is dependent on the parameterm that is provided as input to the algorithm. In other words,
Kt is the set of state-action pairs that have been experienced by the agent at leastm times. We will
show that for large enoughm, the dynamics, transition and reward, associated with these pairs can
be accurately approximated by the agent.

The following event will be used in our proof that R-MAX is PAC-MDP. We will provide a
sufficient condition (specifically,L1-accurate transition and reward functions) to guarantee that the
event occurs, with high probability. In words, the condition says that the value of any states, under
any policy, in the empirical known state-action MDP (M̂Kt ) is ε1-close to its value in the true known
state-action MDP (MKt ).

Event A1 For all stationary policiesπ, timesteps t and states s during execution of the R-MAX
algorithm on some MDP M,|Vπ

MKt
(s)−Vπ

M̂Kt
(s)| ≤ ε1.

Next, we quantify the number of samples needed from both the transition and reward distribu-
tions for a state-action pair to compute accurate approximations.

Lemma 13 Suppose that r[1], r[2], . . . , r[m] are m rewards drawn independently from the reward
distribution,R (s,a), for state-action pair(s,a). LetR̂(s,a) be the empirical (maximum-likelihood)
estimate ofR (s,a). LetδR be any positive real number less than 1. Then, with probability at least
1−δR, we have that|R̂(s,a)−R (s,a)| ≤ εR

n(s,a), where

εR
m :=

√
ln(2/δR)

2m
.

Proof This result follows directly from Hoeffding’s bound (Hoeffding, 1963).

Lemma 14 Suppose that̂T(s,a) is the empirical transition distribution for state-action pair(s,a)
using m samples of next states drawn independently from the true transition distribution T(s,a). Let
δT be any positive real number less than 1. Then, with probability at least1− δT , we have that
‖T(s,a)− T̂(s,a)‖1≤ εT

n(s,a) where

εT
m =

√
2[ln(2S−2)− ln(δT)]

m
.
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Transition approximation

STREHL, L I , AND L ITTMAN

Lemma 12 (Strehl and Littman, 2005) Let M1 = 〈S ,A,T1,R1,γ〉 and M2 = 〈S ,A,T2,R2,γ〉 be two
MDPs with non-negative rewards bounded by1 and optimal value functions bounded by Vmax. Sup-
pose that|R1(s,a)−R2(s,a)| ≤ α and ‖T1(s,a, ·)−T2(s,a, ·)‖1 ≤ 2β for all states s and actions
a. There exists a constant C> 0 such that for any0≤ ε ≤ 1/(1− γ) and stationary policyπ, if
α = 2β = Cε(1− γ)/Vmax, then

|Qπ
1(s,a)−Qπ

2(s,a)| ≤ ε.

Let nt(s,a) denote the value ofn(s,a) at timet during execution of the algorithm. For R-MAX,
let the “known” state-action pairsKt , at timet (See Definition 6), to be

Kt := {(s,a) ∈ S ×A|nt(s,a)≥m},

which is dependent on the parameterm that is provided as input to the algorithm. In other words,
Kt is the set of state-action pairs that have been experienced by the agent at leastm times. We will
show that for large enoughm, the dynamics, transition and reward, associated with these pairs can
be accurately approximated by the agent.

The following event will be used in our proof that R-MAX is PAC-MDP. We will provide a
sufficient condition (specifically,L1-accurate transition and reward functions) to guarantee that the
event occurs, with high probability. In words, the condition says that the value of any states, under
any policy, in the empirical known state-action MDP (M̂Kt ) is ε1-close to its value in the true known
state-action MDP (MKt ).

Event A1 For all stationary policiesπ, timesteps t and states s during execution of the R-MAX
algorithm on some MDP M,|Vπ

MKt
(s)−Vπ

M̂Kt
(s)| ≤ ε1.

Next, we quantify the number of samples needed from both the transition and reward distribu-
tions for a state-action pair to compute accurate approximations.

Lemma 13 Suppose that r[1], r[2], . . . , r[m] are m rewards drawn independently from the reward
distribution,R (s,a), for state-action pair(s,a). LetR̂(s,a) be the empirical (maximum-likelihood)
estimate ofR (s,a). LetδR be any positive real number less than 1. Then, with probability at least
1−δR, we have that|R̂(s,a)−R (s,a)| ≤ εR

n(s,a), where

εR
m :=

√
ln(2/δR)

2m
.

Proof This result follows directly from Hoeffding’s bound (Hoeffding, 1963).

Lemma 14 Suppose that̂T(s,a) is the empirical transition distribution for state-action pair(s,a)
using m samples of next states drawn independently from the true transition distribution T(s,a). Let
δT be any positive real number less than 1. Then, with probability at least1− δT , we have that
‖T(s,a)− T̂(s,a)‖1≤ εT

n(s,a) where

εT
m =

√
2[ln(2S−2)− ln(δT)]

m
.
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Event A1

Event A1
For all stationary policies π, timesteps t and states s during execution of the
R-max algorithm on some MDP M:

|V π
Mkt
− V π

M̂kt
| ≤ ε1
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R-max complexity

REINFORCEMENTLEARNING IN FINITE MDPS: PAC ANALYSIS

run value iteration (lines 17 to 25 in Algorithm 1) until each action has been triedexactlym times.
In addition, if there are some actions that have been triedm times and others that have not, the algo-
rithm should choose one of the latter. One method to accomplish this balance is to order each action
and try one after another until all are chosenm times. Kearns and Singh (2002) called this behavior
“balanced wandering”. However, it is not necessary to use balancedwandering; for example, it
would be perfectly fine to try the first actionm times, the second actionm times, and so on. Any
deterministic method for breaking ties in line 11 of Algorithm 1 is valid as long asmAexperiences
of a state-action pair results in all action being chosenm times.

On most timesteps, the R-MAX algorithm performs a constant amount of computation to choose
its next action. Only when a state’s last action has been triedm times does it solve its internal
model. Our version of R-MAX uses value iteration to solve its model. Therefore, the per-timestep
computational complexity of R-MAX is

Θ
(

SA(S+ ln(A))
(

1
1− γ

)
ln

1
ε1(1− γ)

)
.

This expression is derived using the fact that value iteration performs
⌈

1
1−γ ln 1

ε1(1−γ)

⌉
iterations,

where each iteration involvesSAfull Bellman backups (one for each state-action pair). A Bellman
backup requires examining all possibleO(S) successor states and the update to the priority queue
takes timeO(ln(A)). Note that R-MAX updates its model at mostS times. From this observation

we see that the total computation time of R-MAX isO
(

B+ S2A(S+ln(A))
1−γ ln 1

ε1(1−γ)

)
, whereB is the

number of timesteps for which R-MAX is executed.
When a general admissible initial value functionU is used, we need to run value iteration

whenever somen(s,a) reaches the thresholdm. In this case, a similar analysis shows that the total

computation time of R-MAX isO
(

B+ S2A2(S+ln(A))
1−γ ln 1

ε1(1−γ)

)
.

3.2.2 SAMPLE COMPLEXITY

The main result of this section is the following theorem.

Theorem 11 Suppose that0≤ ε < 1
1−γ and0≤ δ < 1 are two real numbers and M= 〈S ,A,T,R ,γ〉

is any MDP. There exists inputs m= m(1
ε ,

1
δ) andε1, satisfying m(1

ε ,
1
δ) = O

(
(S+ln(SA/δ))V2

max
ε2(1−γ)2

)
and

1
ε1

= O(1
ε ), such that if R-MAX is executed on M with inputs m andε1, then the following holds. Let

At denote R-MAX’s policy at time t and st denote the state at time t. With probability at least1−δ,
VAt

M (st)≥V∗M(st)− ε is true for all but

O

(
|{(s,a) ∈ S ×A|U(s,a)≥V∗(s)− ε}|

ε3(1− γ)3

(
S+ ln

SA
δ

)
V3

maxln
1
δ

ln
1

ε(1− γ)

)

timesteps t.

First, we discuss the accuracy of the model maintained by R-MAX. The following lemma shows
that two MDPs with similar transition and reward functions have similar value functions. Thus, an
agent need only ensure accuracy in the transitions and rewards of its model to guarantee near-
optimal behavior.

2429

Vt(s) ≥ V ∗
M̂Kt

(s)− ε1 ≥ V ∗MKt
(s)− 2ε1 ≥ V ∗(s)− 2ε1
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Proof

Condition 1

Vt(s) ≥ V ∗
M̂Kt

(s)− ε1 ≥ V ∗MKt
(s)− 2ε1 ≥ V ∗(s)− 2ε1

Condition 2 follows from Event A1

Condition 3, learning complexity ζ(ε, δ) ≤ |{(s, a)|U(s, a) ≥ V ∗(s)− ε}|m
(s, a) such that U(s, a) < V ∗(s)− ε will never be experienced, with high
probability
There is always actions a′ s.t. Qt(s, a

′) > V ∗(s)− ε
When escape occurs, some (s, a) 6∈ K is experienced
When (s, a) experience m times, it becomes part of, and never leaves set K
To guaranty that Event A1 occurs with probability at leas 1− δ, Lemma 15 is
used
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Discussions

R-max sample Complexity

Õ((S2A)/(ε3(1− γ)6))

Õ(
V 3

maxS |(s, a) ∈ S × A|U(s, a) ≥ V ∗(s)− ε||
ε3(1− γ3)

)

Should we care about sample complexity in RL

How choose an RL algorithm for some application

Can we have more intuitive ways of comparing RL algorithms
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Thanks!

Questions?
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